In this paper image analyzing methods are established and presented to study the microstructural changes of the nonwovens made by hydroentanglement process. Fast Fourier transform is used to obtain the orientation distribution of the fibers. The distribution of the length of the straight segments of the fibers is evaluated by application of Hough Transform. The microstructural changes are correlated with the tested mechanical properties of the nonwoven fabrics.
Introduction
Hydroentanglement is a nonwoven fabric bonding technology. It uses very fine high-velocity jets of water that drive the fibers into the thickness of a web, resulting in reorientation and entangling of the fibers. Hydraulic drag forces cause the fibers to twist, bend and rotate around themselves and other fibers to form a series of small, interlocking entanglement. Thus, the structure is bonded by friction, resulting in a soft yet relatively strong fabric. In this way through this energy transfer process the microstructure of the fiber assembly changes and its mechanical properties are improved consequently.
The measurable characteristics of fiber segments include length, thickness, curl and orientation. The distribution of structural characteristics such as orientation and curl of fiber segments in a nonwoven is very important when determining the mechanical properties of the fabric. The response of the fabric to the load, its modulus and strength directly depend first on the physical properties of the fiber, such as fiber modulus, diameter, length and cross section shape and secondly on the arrangement of the fibers in the fiber assembly such as the orientation, the curl and the friction of the fibers at the points of the contact.
The initial fabric extension is mainly due to the taking up of curled or slacked segments. The stress-strain property of a nonwoven fabric is dictated by the orientation distribution of fiber segments and the degree of slackness in the fiber network as well. Fiber orientation distribution can also be used as a measure of the anisotropy of the fabric. The length of the straight segment of fibers is related to the level of the entanglement. As the entanglement proceeds more knots and curls and shorter lengths of free segments of the fibers are expected. The energy of the water jet required to restructure the initial web depends on the microstructure of the initial web that goes under the process.
Therefore, measuring the microstructural parameters of the fiber assembly can be of advantage in two different aspects. The structural parameters resulted from image analysis of the web can be used to identify the amount of energy needed to entangle the fibers. Image analysis of the fabric estimates the microstructural variables that can be applied to predict its mechanical properties.
In this study we have investigated the microstructural changes and mechanical property improvements in the fiber assembly created by hydroentanglement. SEM micrographs and the two dimensional Fourier analysis of the image is used to estimate the fiber orientation distribution. In order to find the distribution of the length of the straight segment of the fibers the Hough transform of the image is evaluated. The mechanical properties of the fabric are measured as well. The relation of these microstructural variables and the mechanical properties are analyzed.
Method Description

Estimation Of Fiber Orientation Using Fast Fourier Transform
A Fourier transform decomposes an image from its spatial domain of intensities into frequency domain with appropriate magnitude and phase values. A higher rate of change in gray scale intensity will be reflected in higher amplitudes. The frequency form of the image is also shown as an image where the gray scale intensities represent the magnitude of the various frequency components. [1] A sample of the image of the nonwoven fabric structure made by scanning electron microscope is shown in Figure 1a . The two-dimensional Fourier transform of this image results in a spectrum of Figure 1b .
A number of Fourier transform techniques are routinely used in the field of image analysis. The most common method is discrete Fourier transform. The Fourier transform is useful in determining the rate at which intensity transition occurs in a given direction in the image. Thus, if the fibers are predominantly oriented in a given direction in a nonwoven fabric, the spatial frequencies in that direction will be low and the spatial frequencies in the perpendicular direction will be high. We use this property of the Fourier transform to obtain information on fiber orientation distribution in a nonwoven fabric.
The transform is implemented by processing all rows one at a time followed by all columns one at a time. The result is a two dimensional set of values each having a magnitude and a phase. By shifting the Fourier transform results the zero frequency component is shifted to the center of the spectrum. The quadrants one and three are swapped with quadrant two and four. The image of the magnitude spectrum is then symmetrical about the center of the image, and the center represents the zero frequency. The magnitude of each frequency is indicated by the intensity of the pixel at that location. Brighter areas show higher magnitudes. Since the center of the spectrum contains mostly the noise in the image, the magnitude values of this section are zeroed and eliminated from the consequent calculations.
In order to find the fiber orientation distribution, we first select an annulus of width W at a radius r from the center of the image. The cut-off size (the size of the central part that is eliminated) and the width of the annulus W affect the results and should be optimized.
The annulus is discretised to slices of about 10 degree. In each slice, the energy or power spectrum is integrated to find the total energy of the spectrum resulted from the fibers with the orientation 90 0 degree offset in the range of that 10 0 . Since the fiber orientation is limited to a range of 0-180 0 , the calculations are in this range.
In integration process both the original slice and its symmetric part are taken into account.
Estimation Of Distribution Of Straight Segment of Fibers Using Hough Transform
Hough transform is one of the most effective methods that can be used in object detection in an image. Because it requires that the desired features be specified in some parametric form, the classical Hough transform is most commonly used for the detection of regular curves such as lines, circles, ellipses, etc. Here we use the Hough transform in detecting the straight segments of the fibers in the fabric. The transform projects each straight line in the image to a single point and any part of the straight line is projected to the same point. [1] A brief description of the procedure of applying the method to our fabrics is followed. First, the pixel lines of the fibers are detected by edge detection and then all the pixels with edge magnitude higher than some threshold are considered as fiber pixels. A binarised image is made of the original image with maximum gray scale at the related fiber pixels and minimum gray scale of the background. A sample of binarised image of the fabric structure image is shown in Figure 2a .
The Hough space is discretised in both directions. Descritisation of the new space parameters, change the con- Figure 2b .
The main advantage of the Hough transform is that it is tolerant of gaps in feature boundary descriptions and is relatively unaffected by image noise.
Validation of the Method
In order to validate the developed method of estimating fiber orientation distribution using Fast Fourier Transforms, we have made some test samples. The test samples are images made from simple lines with one of the graphic packages. In these tests we investigated the effect of the orientation, length, thickness and number of the fibers.
The results of the test samples show that our FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and post-processing method is able to identify the fiber orientation distribution. The Hough transform results of the test samples prove the validity of the method in estimation of the length of the lines.
Test Results & Discussion
Tests On Image Formation and Pre-processing
The scanning electron microscope is used to make images of the microstructure of the fabrics. The advantage of using SEM in making the images is that SEM has a high depth of field even at higher magnification. In some cases the depth of field of the SEM can be considerably higher than an optical microscope. Therefore, applying SEM has the advantage of bringing more fibers in the fabric in focus. This results in including more fibers of the depth of the fabric in the primary image. [2] Different processing stages were tested to prepare the images obtained from SEM for the FFT and Hough transform analysis.
Several parameters in making the images at the stage of using electron microscope and afterwards affect the image processing analysis. Magnification and brightness are the most important factors that are decided at the stage of making SEM images. The frame shape, dimension and the format of the image are factors that should be carefully chosen before the transfer of the image to the processing stage. Each of these parameters is studied and optimized through several tests.
The main parameters are described briefly as follows:
• Magnification-Sampling The magnification and area covered in an image is an important factor that can affect the results. These parameters should be optimized to get an image which is representative of the whole fabric and at the same time is recognizable to the image processing methods. In our research we have tried to use comparatively high magnification and for each fabric more sample images have to be made and processed. The final orientation distribution for each fabric is evaluated by summing and averaging all the samples. In this practice each sample result needs to be evaluated. The samples significantly different from the average should be discarded.
• Image brightness
Our tests show whenever the brightness of the image is not uniform, there is considerable error in the outcome of the processing. Uneven brightness of the original image made by SEM can occur because of overcharging of some parts of the samples by long exposure to electron impact or by nonuniform coating of the samples. A nonuniform brightness of the image results in unequal contribution of different part of the image in the image processing outcome. Therefore it is essential to make the SEM images with uniform brightness.
• The image dimension and frame
The dimension of the image sent to the image analysis pro- In this way fibers of all sizes and directions will have an equal chance to be processed.
• Image Format
Another important factor in image analysis is the processing of the initial image to be able to extract the necessary information by various methods. Different processing methods, such as threshholding and binarising images or skeletonizing, have been tried. If the original image coming out of SEM is of uniform brightness, the results of using the image in its original state are very close to te binarised image. Since both methods rely on the gray level differences and the objects under investigation are the fibers, using binary images that define the whole fibers as one level and the background as the second level is reasonable.
Fabric Test Results
Orientation Distribution
The fiber orientation distribution is evaluated using the FFT method. Bonding of the fibers is provided through the process of impacting the web with high-pressure water jets. Each side of the fabric is processed through several passes. The water jet reorients the fibers and migrates them from one layer to the other layers. Through this process the number of contact points on each fiber and in the whole fabric increases. Consequently, a stronger fabric is made.
In this study two different fabrics are tested to see the effect of the hydroentanglement process on the fiber orientation distribution.
(a) Viscose-Polyester fiber (70%-30%) with the 120 GSM crosslaid web used as the supply for the first set of experiment. The machine speed is 10 m/min. The pressure profiles in different consecutive passes are shown in Table 1 .
The first side of the fabric is processed through four different passes and the second side is impacted by water jet in three passes.
The results of the Fourier transform and fiber orientation distribution estimated for the fabrics No. 1 and No. 3 are compared in Figure 3a . The same comparison is made for fabrics No. 5 and No. 7 in Figure 3b . As the starting web is cross laid the main direction of the fibers is in the cross direction which is 90 0 .
The results for fabrics No. 3 and No. 7 show a larger percentage of fibers in the machine direction compared to No. 1 and No. 5, respectively. A more uniform fiber distribution is achieved through the entanglement process. The changes of the orientation distribution are more significant for the fabric No. 3 compared to No. 1 than fabric No. 7 in comparison with No 5. Since during the first side processing the fibers are more easily reoriented because there is less bonding between them. When the second side is impacted there are already more entanglement points present between the fibers. This makes the movement of the fibers more difficult. The relative number of fibers in any direction correlates with the strength and modulus of the fibers in that direction. The results of the mechanical testing of these fabrics are shown in Table 2 , where CD is for cross direction, MD is for machine direction and DD is about 45 0 which is about diagonal direction. Table 3 :
The fiber orientation distribution estimated for the fabrics after the first and third pass No. 1 and No. 3 are compared in Figure 4a . Fabrics No. 5 and No. 7 are tested to see the effect of the water jet impact on the second side of the fabric. The results of these tests are shown in Figure 4b . In this case for a parallel web the main direction of the fibers is in the machine direction. The maxima of all the bar charts occur at 0 0 and 180 0 degrees. As the results show, for both sides more fibers migrate from the machine direction to the cross direction as the entanglement process progresses. Although still for each fabric there are more fibers aligned in the machine direction compared to cross direction. For this fabric as well, the results indicate that more reorientation of the fibers occurs in the first side processing compared to the second side processing.
The results of the mechanical testing of these fabrics are shown in Table 4 .
The modulus results confirm the outcomes of the comparison of the orientation distribution. The modulus in machine direction is higher for all the cases. The modulus of cross direction increases from fabric No. 1 to No. 3 and from No. 5 to No. 7. The rate of increase for the former is higher than the latter.
Distribution Of The Length of Straight Segment of the Fibers
The distribution of the length of the straight segment of fibers for Viscose-PET 70/30 120 GSM made from cross laid web is evaluated by applying Hough transform analysis. Images of the fabrics after different passes are provided and tested. The results of the Hough transform and post-processing described earlier are shown in Figures 5a and 5b. The pressure values at different passes are as mentioned in Table  1 . Figure 5a It should be mentioned that the actual length of the fibers does not change through the process and the web is made of fibers of more or less equal length. However as the entanglement process proceeds more fibers are moved from one plane to other ones and at the same time they bend and curl. This results in reduction of the length of the straight segment of fiber that is detected by the Hough transform analysis. Therefore the most frequent fiber length in each distribution curve correlates with the degree of bonding achieved through entanglement. The lower the most frequent fiber length, the more entanglement is obtained.
Conclusions
Image processing techniques are established and used to study the microstructural changes in the nonwoven fabrics developed by the hydroentanglement process. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  50  100  120  120  100  120  120 have been validated by applying the method to sample images with known properties. The key parameters at the stage of making SEM images and afterwards that affect the image analysis results are discussed. The distributions of the orientation and length of straight segments of fibers are estimated for Viscose-PET fabrics. Both parallel and cross laid webs are tested. The results are in good correlation with the mechanical properties of these fabrics.
Since the scanning electron microscope with a high depth of field is used to make the images of the microstructure, the methods can be applied to the heavy fiber assemblies of high thickness. However, the image analysis methods established can also be applied to the images of fibers obtained by other microscopic techniques. Table of Contents 
